La Cantina
WINE LIST

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING WINES
REDBANK ELLORA VINTAGE CUVEE 9.50/42
Fresh citrus notes with hints of pear, apple and brioche. &
a crisp, clean palate of melon and white peaches. The long
crisp finish makes this an ideal aperitif

DEVIATION ROAD LOFTIA
VINTAGE BRUTT 201275
Trophy-Best Australian Sparkling The palate is crisp with a
lingering, mouth-watering finish. A persistent fine bead and
creamy mousse gives extra lift to these delicious aromas
and flavours.

POL ROGER BRUT NV EPERNAY, FR

ALASIA MOSCATO D’ASTI
PIEDMONT, IT

44

This lusciously sweet yet refreshing wine comes from the
Monferrato Hills south Piedmont and is a striking example
of a Moscato wine from Asti region.

VALDO PROSECCO
VALDOBBIADENE, IT

11 / 49

Indigenous to Italy, the Prosecco grape variety is found in
Northwest Italy producing wines of intense flavour with
citrus notes and a persistent finish.

150

Pol Roger is rated as outstanding and receives consistent
international acclaim. This Champagne is one third each of
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier.

WHITE WINE
HASELGROVE SAUVIGNON BLANC
ADELAIDE HILLS

9/40

It is delicate and fresh with bright passion fruit ,tropical
fruit flavours, balanced perfectly by refreshing acidity. Pale
green straw in colour and brilliant clarity

SAINT CLAIR SAUVIGNON BLANC 
MARLBOROUGH, NZ

10/45

10/45

Cool climate locally grown and handpicked grape with
fresh and complex hints of peach and pear.

OTTO SOAVE CLASSICO
12/55
DOC MONTEFORTE D’ALPONE VENETO IT

VOUVRAY CHENIN BLANC 
LORIE VALLEY FR

11/50

A fine nose reminiscent of well-ripe yellow fruits (peach
and pear), to which are added notes of exotic fruits.

This Chardonnay is definitely a great wine for current
drinking; it is soft and fruit with a gorgeous full palate.

CLONALE CHARDONNAY
13/60
KOOYONG MORNINGTON PENINSULA VIC
Lovely texture due to nine months in new French oak. Mid
palate, stone fruit, white peach and nectarine, with more
subtle hints of fig. Rich, yet great acidity gives this wine a
nice balance and finish.

CORTE GIARA PINOT GRIGIO
VENETO, IT

11/50

The wine is supple with a savoury finish and an aftertaste
which brings back the fruity notes to the nose.

A palate of passion fruit, grapefruit and gooseberry’s,
displaying enticing Marlborough flavours and length
of finish

WEST CAPE HOWE CHARDONNAY
MARGARET RIVER, WA

LONG RAIL GULLY PINOT GRIS
MURRUMBATEMAN NSW

9/42

O’LEARY WALKER WATERVALE RIESLING 10/45
CLAIR VALLEY SA
A wine of great fruit purity, intense varietal citrus refreshing
acidity, pale straw colour distinctive flavours of lemon
and lime.

MESH RIESLING
EDEN VALLEY, SA

60

Aromas of zesty lemon and grapefruit with a hint of
and spice

A steely crisp dry and refreshing Pinot Grigio, Hints of ripe
pear and apricot.

ROSÉ PITCHFORK PINK ROSE
MARGARET RIVER WA

TIEFENBRUNNER PINOT GRIGIO
CORTINA IT

The palate is fresh and lively with rich cabernet
character. Lingering fruit flavours carry through the palate
which finish with just a hint of red wine texture.

Light yellow to sandy-coloured in appearance, with
an unobtrusive bouquet and hints of pear and
candied fruit. .

58

9/42

RED WINE
LA PASTORELLE INALTO 
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO DOC IT

80

ATI RANGI CRIMSON PINOT NOIR
MARTINBOROUGH NZ

Intense ruby red with mild purple shades,full dry harmonic
and rightly tannic, red fruits, spices intense and ethereal

The nose exudes spice, red licorice and a medley of
bramble fruit. All carry through onto the palate.

1164 MONTEPULCIANO NSW

POGGIO CIVETTA RESERVA GREVE IN
CHIANTI TUSCANY IT

10/45

The palate has a warm, smooth quality, with fresh red
berry and spicy hints of vanilla and tobacco.

HASELGROVE SHIRAZ 
ADELAIDE HILLS

9/40

Deep Plum in color and brilliant clarity,the palate displays
ripe plums,dark berries with a balanced acidity and smooth
tannins. An intense and balanced young wine

SISTERS RUN CALVARY HILL SHIRAZ
MCLAREN VALE SA

10/45

Youthful austerity as you would expect from such a
classic old school Shiraz, but there is also plenty of
fineness to the tannin and dark chocolate nuances.

80

Brilliant ruby red in colour aromas of cherries,red plums
and currents,the wine is full bodied integrated tannins with
spice on the long finish.

PEPPOLI CHIANTI CLASSICO DOC
TUSCANY IT

ALLEGRINI DOC VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO
VERONA IT

52

Ruby Red in colour ,with purplish-blue highlights, the nose
exhibits fragrant fruit with prominent notes of cherries.

10/46

Red current prevails, but also ripe and notes of licorice and
black pepper, the palate displays loads of black fruits with
ripened tannins and is full bodied yet silky.

Aromas of violets cherries, and raspberries are well fused
with smoky sensations from the oak aging. 

PETER LEHMANN PORTRAIT CAB SAV 10/46
BAROSSA SA

TORRES CORONAS TEMPRANILLO CAB SAV
PENEDES ESP

TIEFENBRUNNER LAGREIN CASTEL
TURMHOF ALTO ALDIGE IT

9

MORETTI PREMIUM LAGER

9.5

CORONA EXTRA

9

CROWN LAGER

9.5

COOPERS PALE ALE

ALAMOS MALBAC ARGENTINA AR

45

Grown with intense sunlight, cool evening temperatures
and mineral-rich irrigation from mountain snow melt
translate to rich wines with intense flavour.

APERAL SPRITZ

BELLINI16
Peach Schnapps & Prosecco

MARGARITA CLASSICO 

CASCADE PREMIUM LIGHT

9

Tequila, Triple Sec & Lemon Juice

PERONI LEGGERA LIGHT

9

MARTINI 

10.5

16
16

Gin or Vodka, vermouth & an olive

ESPRESSO MARTINI

WATERS & SOFT DRINK

16

Aperol, Prosecco & soda

9

16

Vodka, Kahlua & Espresso

12.5

Mineral Water 750ml

COSMOPOLITAN16
Vodka, Triple Sec & Cranberry Juice

6.5

Limonata,Chinotto, Aranciata Rosso

COKE, DIET COKE, LIFT
ORANGE JUICE, APPLE, PINEAPPLE

75

COCKTAILS

PERONI NASTRO AZZURRO

SAN PELLEGRINO 

43

Deep garnet red in colour, with a delicate bouquet showing
the cherry and violet note characteristics.

BEER & CIDER

SPARKLING SAN PELLEGRINO 

13/60

Delicate floral and fruit notes are joined by a fascinating
balsamic note.

A bouquet of charcoal chocolate notes with dark plum
and mocha , finishing with soft velvety tannins and rich
opulent fruit.

HILLS CIDER

75

Showing a touch of crushed leaf and ripe blackcurrant
flavours, ending in a long well-structured finish.

PETER LEHMANN 8 SONG SHIRAZ
MCLAREN VAL SA

SAINT CLAIR PINOT NOIR
MARLBOROUGH NZ

78

4.5
4.5

NEGRONI16
Campari, gin & Vermouth

